The Walking Tree Method [3, 4, 5, 18] is an approximate string alignment method that can handle insertions, deletions, substitutions, translocations, and more than one level of inversions all together. Moreover, it tends to highlight gene locations, and helps discover unknown genes. Its recent improvements in runtime and space use extends its capability in exploring large strings. We will briefly describe the Walking Tree Method with its recent improvements [18] , and demonstrate its speed and ability to align real complete genomes such as Borrelia burgdorferi (910724 base pairs of its single chromosome) and Chlamydia trachomatis (1042519 base pairs) in reasonable time, and to locate and verify genes.
Introduction
Most biological string matching methods are based on the edit-distance model [15] . These methods assume that changes between strings occur locally. But, evidence shows that large scale changes are possible [7] . For example, large pieces of DNA can be moved from one location to another (translocations), or replaced by their reversed complements (inversions). Schöniger and Waterman [14] extended the edit-distance model to handle inversions, but their method handled only one level of inversion. Hannenhalli's algorithm [10] for the "translocation" problem runs in polynomial time, but it requires gene locations to be known. Furthermore, it seems unlikely that any simple model will be able to capture the minimum biologically correct distance between two strings. In all likelihood finding the fewest operations that have to be applied to one string to obtain another string will probably require trying all possible sequences of operations. Trying all possible sequences is computationally intractable. This intractability has been confirmed by a recent proof by Caprara [2] that determining the minimum number of flips needed to sort a sequence is an NP-complete problem. Although signed flips can be sorted in polynomial time [11] , apparently, we need a method that can handle insertions, deletions, substitutions, translocations, and inversions together. The Walking Tree heuristic handles translocations and multi-level inversions well, and also tends to highlight genes [3, 4, 5, 18] .
The problem is to find an approximate biologically reasonable alignment between two strings, one called pattern P, and the other called text T. Our metaphor is to consider the data structure as a walking tree with |P| leaves, one for each characters in the pattern. When the walking tree is considering position l + 1, the internal nodes remember some of the information for the best alignment within the first l characters of the text (Figure 1 ). On the basis of this remembered information and the comparisons of the leaves with the text characters under them, the leaves update their information and pass this information to their parents. The data will percolate up to the root where a new best score is calculated. The tree can then walk to the next position by moving each of its leaves one character to the right. The whole text has been processed when the leftmost leaf of the walking tree has processed the rightmost character of the text.
Figure 1:
This picture shows the walking tree's structure, a binary tree. Leaves of the tree contain the characters of the pattern string P. After comparing each leaf with a corresponding character of the text string, the walking tree updates its nodes with new scores, then moves to the next position by moving each of its leaves one character to the right. Then it repeats the leaf comparison, and updates its node scores until it reaches the end of the text string.
To define a scoring system that captures some biological intuitions, we use a function that gives a positive contribution based on the similarity between aligned characters, and a negative contribution that is related to the number and length of gaps, translocations, and inversions. A gap in an alignment occurs when adjacent characters in the pattern are aligned with non-adjacent characters in the text. The length of the gap is the number of characters between the non-adjacent characters in the text. The detailed description of the resource usage of the method can be found in Cull, Holloway and Hsu's papers [3, 4, 5, 18] 
2 Improvements in Speed and Space
The binary tree structure of the Walking Tree makes it extremely easy to implement a parallel version (Figure 2 ). Furthermore, inexpensive vector processors can be used because each node of the tree does the same operations at each scanning position. Each parent node of the walking tree simultaneously updates its score and position whenever it observes a better score. This picture shows the parallelization of the walking tree method. Given one processor per node of the tree, each child sends its current information to its parent; so a parent can update its best score and position by the information. Since the tree is log2|P| high, Θ(log2|P|) startup time is needed for the root to receive its first information from leaves. After the startup time, all nodes work simultaneously; so, each text scan step takes Θ(1) time. The parallel runtime is Θ(log2|P| + |T|), i.e., Θ(|T|) because |T| ≥ |P|.
We recognized that the alignment copying in the original design [3, 4, 5] was passively activated whenever a better score occurred. It's better to postpone the copying to allow faster scoring at the tree nodes. Based on this idea, we discovered improvements [18] for both the sequential and the parallel versions of the Walking Tree Method by using a state-caching technique similar to that used in recovering from program crashes ( Figure 5 .) The improved sequential version [18] of the Walking Tree Method guarantees Θ(|P|*|T|*k) runtime using Θ(|P|*(log 2 |P|) 1/k ) space. With Θ(|P|) CPUs, the improved parallel version [18] guarantees Θ(|T|) runtime using Θ(|P|*log 2 |P|) space by reducing inter-processor communication to make CPUs spend more time on working rather than talking to each other. The improvements [18] also allows us to use a simpler implementation to overlap communication and computation in a shared memory model, e.g., a cluster of network computers. Exploring large strings becomes feasible. Fig. 14 shows the result of the new improvement versus the original method (the parallelization uses MPICH (version 1.1.0) [9, 12] and a cluster of Intel Pentium II 300 MHz machines (running Red Hat Linux 5.2) connected by a 100 Mbps switch). Our model doesn't consider the PRAM model [8] because the PRAM model [8] is considered unrealistic [1, 6] , in that it assumes unlimited bandwidth and free interprocessor communication. Figure 14 : As the first picture shows, when only 1 workstation is used, the new method is about 2.7 times as fast as the original one; therefore, we should see the same speed ratio when using more workstations, if both methods are equally good in network parallelization. As the first picture shows, both are equally good when 5 workstations or less are used, but the new method prevails when 9 workstations or more are used. In addition, if both are equally good in network parallelization, the ratios of their best (i.e., the shortest) runtimes should be around 2.7 as well. That is, each method can use any number of the 33 workstations to get the best result for a particular input size. However, as the second picture shows, the new method prevails constantly with speed ratios better than 2.7, especially when the input size = 131072.
Previous Result
Our previous result showed that the Walking Tree can detect unknown genes, and align translocations and inversions. In Figure 15 and Figure 16 , we show two alignments of two pairs of real DNA sequences. They are identical to the alignments found in Cull et al's paper [5, 18] .
New Result
With our recent improved Walking Tree Method, we are now able to align two real complete genomes (Fig 17, Fig 18, Fig 19) , Borrelia burgdorferi [16] (910724 base pairs of its single chromosome and Chlamydia trachomatis [17] (1042519 base pairs) in 24 hours using 65 Pentium II 300MHz PC's. We separate the new result into 3 categories:
1. Matched regions that have annotations on both DNAs (TABLE A, TABLE  B (Fig 18) 3. Matched regions that have no annotations on either DNA (Fig 19) There are 103 matches in category 1, i.e., 40 translocations and 63 inversions. There are 148 matches in category 2, i.e., 86 translocations and 62 inversions. There are 1367 matches in category 3, i.e., 700 translocations and 667 inversions. 
Conclusion
The Walking Tree Method is a powerful tool for gene finding. The technique works by finding a "best" alignment between sequences. In common with other techniques, the Walking Tree can use a known gene in one genome to find a corresponding gene in another genome.
The real power of the technique is to find corresponding but unannotated regions in different genomes. Preservation of regions across separated species is strong evidence of biological function. We gave several examples of the locations of genes or interesting regions in a variety of organisms. Our improved parallelization technique makes alignment of million base sequences a one day operation.
